
Topic 4 
Evaluation of rate data 

Examination of available rate data from the 
literature and recommendation of rate 
parameters over specified temperature 
range, together with uncertainties. 



And ten co-authors 

J Phys Chem Ref Data 2005, 34, No 3.  



The next few slides show the  
structure of a typical data sheet 

 

 

Example    O + OH  O2 + H 

  

1. Thermodynamic Data 

H298  =  -68.29 kJ mol- 

S298  =  -25.04 J K-1 mol-1 

Kc  =  3.4810-3 T 0.367 exp(+8390/T) 

                (300  T/K  5000) 

 



2. Rate coefficient data 

Provides data on recent measurements and evaluations, including 
Rate coefficient 
T/K 
Reference 
Link to comments 
 



Comments (examples) 

(e) Fast flow system in which OH radicals were created by 
pulsed laser photolysis at 266 nm of HNO3 in the 
presence of a much higher concentration of O atoms 
previously produced upstream of the HNO3 injection 
point by the N+NO reaction. [OH] was monitored by LIF, 
pumping at ~ 282.5 nm and observing at ~ 310 nm. The 
time delay between the pulse generating OH and the LIF 
probe pulse was varied. Results were also obtained at 103 
K, 50 K, and 10 K but with large uncertainties. 

(f) Calculated from thermodynamic data and k(H+O2). 

(g) Expression of Lewis and Watson1 adopted for low 
temperature range and high temperature expression 
derived from thermodynamic data and k(H+O2). 



Preferred values 

• k  =  2.00·10-10 T -0.352 exp(113/T) cm3 molecule-1 s-1 
over the range 250-3000 K. 

 

• Reliability 

• log k  =   0.2 over the range 250-3000 K. 

 



Comments on preferred values 

• The only direct studies on this reaction have been carried 
out at low temperatures where there is excellent 
agreement among the more recent of them. 
 

• Although there have been no direct measurements of k 
above 515 K the reverse reaction has been extensively 
investigated at temperatures in the range 800-3400 K. 
The preferred expression for k has been derived, 
therefore, by a fit to the data obtained by combining the 
expression for k(H+O2) from the present evaluation with 
the thermodynamic data at temperatures above 800 K 
together with  the directly obtained experimental data at 
temperatures below 500 K. The reaction has been the 
subject of a number of theoretical studies; see Miller,19-21 
Troe,22 Harding et al.23 and Troe and Ushakov.24  
 



Arrhenius Plot 



Reverse reaction: H + O2  O + OH 

• k  =  3.43·10-10 T -0.097 exp(-7560/T) cm3 molecule-1 s-1 over 
the range 800-3500 K. 

• log k  =   0.1 at 800 K, rising to  0.2 at 3500 K. 
• There are no direct measurements of k below 500 K and 

the recommended values are based on data obtained at 
temperatures above 800 K. The majority of the 
determinations of k have been made using shock tube 
techniques and, generally, are in good agreement.1-10,15-25  
There is a trend in the more recent studies1-10 to give 
slightly lower values of E/R than most of the older 
determinations.11,5-25  Our preferred expression for k is 
based on the more recent studies, which are cited in the 
Table. The expression derived gives values very similar to 
the expression used by Smith et al.26 in modelling studies 
using the GRI mechanism. 
 
 



H + O2   O + OH 
 
Figure is too small to read 
but it shows the large number 
of Investigations  and 
demonstrates  how the results 
mainly cluster around the best 
fit line. 
Illustrates the ideas of upper 
and  lower bounds and of a 
probability distribution function  
(pdf) 



 
REMINDER      H + O2  OH + O  

• From Hong et al., shock tube measurements. Comb 
Flame 2011, 158,633, k = 1.7× 10-10 exp(-7670/T) 
(1100 – 3370 K). Uncertainty ± 10%. 

• See Burke et al. Int J Chem Kinet, 2012, 44, 444, 
who support the rate coefficient 

• See discussions on evaluation in later lectures. 

 



3CH2 + CH3C2H4 + H – an example with limited 
measurements  

 

7x10-11, when most recent value for k(CH3+CH3) used 

Shock tube measurements used mechanisms with several steps and literature rate data 
Not possible to correct for more recent values – emphasises need to store raw data to 
 allow accurate  re-evaluation 



3CH2 + CH3 continued 

• k  =  1.2·10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 over the range 298-3000 K. 
• log k  =   0.3 at 298 K, rising to  0.7 at 3000 K. 
Comments:  
• Considerable scatter on the data at 298 K. The rate data 

of references 1 and 2, which were derived from very 
similar studies, need correction for the value of the rate 
constant for the methyl radical recombination used in the 
simulations.  

• Reaction presumed to proceed via an ethyl radical adduct. 
A significant temperature dependence for k is therefore 
not expected, - supported by results from the shock tube 
studies. May suggest a very small negative temperature 
dependence, but scatter at high T large and, provisionally, 
a temperature independent k is recommended with 
substantial error limits. 
 



Pressure dependent reactions - reminder 



Pressure dependent reaction: H + C2H4 

• ko  =  1.3·10-29 exp(-380/T) cm6 molecule-2 s-1 for M = 
He over the range 300-800 K. 

• ko  =  1.3·10-29 exp(-380/T) cm6 molecule-2 s-1 for M = 
N2 over the range 300-800 K. 

• k  =  6.6·10-15 T 1.28 exp(-650/T) cm3 molecule-1 s-1 
over the range 200-1100 K. 

• Fc  =  0.24 exp(-T/40) + 0.76 exp(-T/1025) for M = 
He and N2 over the range 300-800 K. 

Reliability 
• log ko  =   0.3 for M = He, N2 over the range 300-

800 K. 
• log k  =   0.3 over the range 200-1100 K. 
• Fc  =   0.1 for M = He, N2 over the range 300-800 K. 

 



H + C2H4 



Nagy and Turanyi, Uncertainty of Arrhenius Parameters 
Int J Chem Kinet 43: 359–378, 2011 

• Analytical expression is derived that describes the 
temperature dependence of the uncertainty of k as a 
function of the elements of the covariance matrix of 
the Arrhenius parameters. 

• Recommendations are given for an improved 
representation of the uncertainty information in 
future chemical kinetics databases using the 
covariance matrix of the Arrhenius parameters 

• method suggested for determination of covariance 
matrix and joint probability density function of 
Arrhenius parameters from the present uncertainty 
information given in the kinetics databases. 



O + C2H4: evaluation 

• k  =  2.25·10-17 T 1.88 
exp(-92/T) cm3 
molecule-1 s-1 over the 
range 220-2000 K. 

• Reliability  

 log k  =   0.1 over the 
range 300-1000 K, rising 
to  0.3 at 220 K and 
2000 K 
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O + C2H4  products (Nagy and Turanyi) 



CH3 + H  1CH2 + H2 

• k  =  2.1·10-8 T -0.56 exp(-8000/T) cm3 molecule-1 s-1 over 
the range 300-2500 K. 

• Reliability 
 log k  =   0.15 over the range 300-1000 K,  0.3 over the 

range 1000-1700 K, and  0.2 over the range 1700-2500 K. 
• Comments on Preferred Values 
 The values of k obtained in the shock tube studies of 

Bhaskaran et al.1 and Davidson et al.3 are in reasonable 
agreement and also agree to within a factor of ~ 3 with 
the rate constants predicted by combining the 
thermodynamic data with the low temperature data on the 
reverse reaction, whereas the value of k obtained in the 
flame study of Langley and Burgess2 seems unacceptably 
high. 
 



T dependent uncertainty parameter,  
k = ATnexp(-E/RT) 

• Covariance matrix: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Uncertainty parameter (M = 3/ln10 or 2/ln10) 
depending on definition of reliability in evaluation 
 
 



CH3 + H  1CH2 + H2 (Nagy and Turanyi) 



Turanyi et al. Determination of Rate Parameters Based 
on Both Direct and Indirect Measurements 

International Journal of Chemical Kinetics 2012 DOI 10.1002/kin.20717 

(R1): H + O2 = OH + O  

 (R2): H + O2 + M = HO2 + M (low-pressure limit, M = N2 or Ar) 

• new approach that takes into account both direct and indirect 
measurements and optimizes all influential rate parameters 

• First, the domain of feasibility of the Arrhenius parameters is 
determined from all of the available direct measurements. 

• the optimal Arrhenius parameters are then sought within this 
domain to reproduce the selected direct and indirect 
measurements 

• A new fitting algorithm and a new method for error calculation 
were developed to determine the optimal mean values and the 
covariance matrix of all parameters 



Arrhenius plots and uncertainties 

 Arrhenius plots of the initial and optimized main values 
and uncertainty limits for reaction (R1): H + O2 = OH + 
O. Thin solid blue line: initial value, recommended by 
Baulch et al.; blue dashed lines: initial uncertainty 
limits; red line: optimized rate coefficient; red dashed 

lines: optimized uncertainty limits. 

 Arrhenius plots of the initial and optimized main 
values and uncertainty limits for reaction (R2): H + 
O2 + N2 = HO2 + N2 (low-pressure limit). Thin solid 
blue line: initial value, recommended by Baulch et al.; 
blue dashed lines: initial uncertainty limits; red line: 
optimized rate coefficient; red dashed lines: 
optimized uncertainty limits. 



Uncertainty parameters for reactions R1 and R2. 

 Uncertainty parameter (f) as a function of 
temperature for reaction (R2): H + O2 + N2 = HO2 + 
N2 (low-pressure limit) according to the evaluation of 
Baulch et al. (red line), and f calculated from the 
covariance matrix of the Arrhenius parameters in two 
different ways: The “initial uncertainty” belongs to 
the kmin(T ) and kmax(T ) functions (black line), and 
the “optimized” belongs to the optimized rate 
parameters (blue line). 

 Uncertainty parameter (f) as a function of 
temperature for reaction (R1): H + O2 = OH + O, 
according to the evaluation of Baulch et al. [3] 
(red line), and f calculatedfrom the covariance 
matrix of the Arrhenius parameters in two 
different ways: The “initial uncertainty” belongs 
to the kmin(T ) and kmax(T ) functions (black 
line), and the “optimized” belongs to the optimized 
rate parameters (blue line). 






